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Selling Thin Brick Metropolitan adds thin brick to quarry line.

Combining the versatility of tile with the look and feel of brick, METROBRICK® creates a brick surface when and where you want it.

Metropolitan Ceramics® offers its distributors a new product and new opportunities with the addition of inventoried colors of METROBRICK® Architectural Thin Brick to its product line.

METROBRICK® is only 5/8” thick, combining the look and feel of brick with the versatility of tile. There are a number of systems available for field applying METROBRICK® thin brick, including following the installation methods set forth for tile in the Tile Council of North America handbook.

METROBRICK® can be installed in areas subject to moisture inside or outside for any climate.

By thinking of all the places a brick finish is preferred both commercially and residentially, it is easy to see the many opportunities for additional sales. METROBRICK® can be used for an entire building facade or as a highlight on columns or in an entryway for example.

Metropolitan’s METROBRICK® offering consists of three of the most popular colors in the METROBRICK line, #350 Main Street Flashed, #310 Main Street, and #105 Fieldstone. All colors have a velour texture and are available in the standard modular field size with corners and edge caps available to complete the look.

Would you like literature and/or a sample board of the METROBRICK Fast Ship line? click here